All people deserve the opportunity to earn a better living and build a better life for themselves, their families, and their communities through a postsecondary education. But that opportunity is not available equally to all in the United States, and current postsecondary data sets and collection practices at the federal, state, and institutional levels can both lack information on or inadvertently mask disparities in college access and success for different student populations—particularly those from Indigenous communities.a

Identity comprises intricate and complex layers not always captured by the aggregate racial and ethnic categories used in postsecondary data sets. The political, legal, and cultural significance of American Indian and Alaska Native (AI/AN) identity requires careful attention to the collection of AI/AN student data. Federal racial and ethnic categories have not historically captured the nuances of AI/AN identity, though new federal standards announced in March 2024 will improve the collection of data on AI/AN populations. This will have consequences for how states and institutions collect and report AI/AN data to federal postsecondary data collections and on how that data are presented.

a. In this brief, the term “American Indian and Alaska Native” or “AI/AN” will be used when referring to individuals who would be categorized as AI/AN in federal data sets. However, we are mindful that this term can limit the prospects of Native identity. While all individuals identifying as AI/AN are Indigenous, not all Indigenous individuals are counted as AI/AN in data sets. To encapsulate the entire community, the terms “Indigenous” and “Native” will be used to refer to the broader populations.
Currently, the U.S. has 574 federally recognized Tribes, and many more that are state recognized or are not recognized at all. Each Tribe has its own culture, geography, and language. While there is incredible diversity within Indigenous communities, most data sets and collection practices do not capture culturally relevant data points, which can lead to inconsistent or overgeneralized analyses. High-quality data that can be disaggregated beyond just race and ethnicity and by key characteristics that are significant to cultural communities can help identify and remove barriers for students. Policymakers need high-quality data to inform policies geared towards increasing college access, persistence, and completion rates for AI/AN students.

Unlike other racial groups that are defined in federal data collections, the AI/AN category is both a political and legal classification. Individuals identifying as AI/AN may hold Tribal citizenship in Native Nations that have a nation-to-nation relationship with the United States government. This relationship has implications for how these students navigate their postsecondary journey. However, distinctions between Tribal members are not consistently reflected or incorporated into postsecondary data sets due to inadequate disaggregation by Tribes, lack of stratified sampling, and/or insufficient consultation with Tribal communities. Moreover, the way federal data sets have historically categorized multiracial and multiethnic AI/AN students has contributed to the erasure of Indigenous students from data sets, complicating the presentation and analysis of information about AI/AN students. The new federal race and ethnicity standards offer improvements, particularly for the categorization of AI/AN students with Hispanic ancestry, and federal agencies will have until March 2029 to implement those changes.

This brief focuses on individuals categorized as AI/AN in federal data sets and highlights the complexities of collecting data about this community, including how AI/AN students are counted and categorized in data collections and how those collections fall short in engaging and representing Indigenous communities. Because of current data collection practices, educators, researchers, and policymakers lack the information needed to challenge the barriers Native students face and to ensure that Indigenous students are well served in higher education. This brief proposes strategies for federal agencies, states, institutions, and researchers to use to improve the collection, reporting, and analysis of AI/AN student data. These strategies prioritize actively engaging with Tribal leaders and Indigenous researchers and organizations to identify ways to improve data collection and reporting procedures. These improvements can increase the quality of data analysis and reporting about AI/AN students and more accurately and thoroughly showcase the diverse subgroups within the Indigenous community.
All federal postsecondary data collections use Office of Management and Budget (OMB) standards for the classification of federal data on race and ethnicity. Under OMB’s previous standards, AI/AN was defined as a “person having origins in any of the original peoples of North and South America (including Central America) and who maintains Tribal affiliation or community attachment.” In March 2024, OMB released revised federal race and ethnicity standards that define AI/AN as “Individuals with origins in any of the original peoples of North, Central, and South America, including, for example, Navajo Nation, Blackfeet Tribe of the Blackfeet Indian Reservation of Montana, Native Village of Barrow Inupiat Traditional Government, Nome Eskimo Community, Aztec, and Maya.” The new standards remove the language “who maintains Tribal affiliation or community attachment” from the AI/AN definition and require the default collection of detailed race and ethnicity categories, which could include Tribal affiliation. OMB’s updated guidance was informed by public listening sessions, which included a Tribal consultation with Tribal leaders and members.

Categorization of Multiracial or Multiethnic AI/AN Students in Federal Data Sets

Additional complications with the analysis of AI/AN data have arisen due to OMB’s former definition of a Hispanic or Latino individual and the categorization of students identifying with more than one race or ethnicity.

Previously, OMB designated a Hispanic or Latino individual as “a person of Cuban, Mexican, Puerto Rican, South or Central American, or other Spanish culture or origin, regardless of race.” Under that definition, any AI/AN student with Hispanic ancestry would be automatically categorized as Hispanic or Latino in federal data collections, regardless of Tribal affiliation and involvement. This practice results in an undercount of the AI/AN population and diminishes the ability of researchers, policymakers, and Tribal nations to fully understand trends among Indigenous students.

WHO IS COUNTED AS AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKA NATIVE?

WHAT IS INDIGENOUS DATA SOVEREIGNTY?

Many policies affecting Indigenous communities are designed and implemented by people who are not part of the Indigenous community. To address this disconnect, some Indigenous researchers advocate for Indigenous Data Sovereignty (IDS), which asserts that Tribal Nations and Indigenous researchers should collect their own data and govern the ownership, analysis, interpretation, management, and dissemination of such data. IDS is rooted in Tribal Sovereignty, the right of Tribal Nations to self-govern.

Federal, state, and institutional data collections are often criticized by Indigenous communities for not capturing culturally relevant variables. For example, research on Indigenous persistence in education highlights how variables related to cultural identity, involvement in Tribal community, and family support can serve as more robust indicators for Native student persistence. Using variables that do not incorporate Indigenous values and ways of knowing hinders Tribal sovereignty. If the data collected do not reflect the community, policies that are informed by that data will not necessarily line up with the needs, values, and rights of Tribes, creating a sense of mistrust among Tribal communities. Proponents of IDS argue that researchers must collect and measure data in ways that reflect Indigenous cultural values.
OMB’s new standards remove “regardless of race” from the Hispanic or Latino definition and require federal agencies to use a single combined question for race and ethnicity. When those standards are adopted, AI/AN students with Hispanic ancestry will no longer automatically be subsumed into the Hispanic or Latino category.

In addition to the challenges of identifying AI/AN students with Hispanic ancestry or origins, there are also complications with identifying multiracial AI/AN students. In recent decades, there has been an increase of multiracial individuals who identify as Indigenous. Between 2010 and 2020 alone, the percentage of individuals who identified as AI/AN in combination with another race increased by 160 percent. Students who mark more than one race in federal postsecondary data collections, even if they are Tribal citizens, are often categorized as “Two or More Races”. As a result, multiracial AI/AN students are often not counted under the AI/AN category, regardless of their Tribal citizenship or level of involvement with Tribal communities. At a granular level, this means that multiracial AI/AN students and their experiences are being overlooked. OMB’s revised standards describe two approaches for presenting data on race and ethnicity that would allow for the identification of multiracial AI/AN individuals (e.g., those who are AI/AN alone or in combination with another racial or ethnic group).

### Methods of Identifying AI/AN Populations

Two primary methods are used to identify and count AI/AN individuals in higher education: self-identification and Tribal enrollment verification. Each approach has benefits and limitations, and they are not mutually exclusive. When considering these approaches, it is important for researchers, policymakers, and institutional leaders to understand the trade-offs and implications associated with each.

#### SELF-IDENTIFICATION

In most postsecondary data collections, students self-identify ethnic and racial affiliation, usually upon enrollment in college, by simply marking a box that best reflects their identity. This approach affirms an individual’s sense of self, accounting for those who consider themselves AI/AN and encompassing both enrolled members of a Tribe as well as individuals with cultural and communal affiliations with a Tribe, but who may not be enrolled as Tribal citizens.
However, self-identification can open the door to potential misuse. Individuals might misrepresent their background with hopes of gaining access to resources and services that are designated for AI/AN students. There is also potential for inconsistency. How students are categorized across data collections may differ if they do not report their race or ethnicity the same way each time.

Using self-identification to count AI/AN individuals can also present challenges to Tribal sovereignty over citizenship criteria. Tribal Nations have the sole authority to determine who is and is not a citizen, and self-identifying as AI/AN is not sufficient for citizenship. Generally, eligibility for citizenship includes being descended from a Tribal citizen and/or meeting a blood quantum threshold, though this varies from Tribe to Tribe.

**VERIFICATION OF TRIBAL ENROLLMENT**

Tribal Nations collect and maintain data on enrolled members of their Nations as a means of asserting Tribal sovereignty and building Native Nations. Tribal citizens are provided with documentation to verify their enrollment in a Tribe. In addition to asking students to indicate Tribal affiliation, colleges and universities may require students to share this documentation to verify citizenship. This verification process aids schools in gaining a deeper understanding of AI/AN demographic trends; provides informed, disaggregated Tribal data to Tribal leadership; and grants access to programs or resources specifically designated for AI/AN students.

“Between 2010 and 2020 alone, the percentage of individuals who identified as AI/AN in combination with another race increased by 160 percent.”
Tribal enrollment information can be collected at both the state or institutional level during enrollment or within financial aid application processes. Several states and colleges offer tuition waiver programs for AI/AN students and require that students provide documentation to verify their enrollment in a federally or state-recognized Tribe. For example, the Oregon Tribal Student Grant, administered at the state level, provides funding for Oregon Tribal students to cover the average cost of attendance for Oregon public colleges and universities and requires that students submit a Tribal Enrollment Verification form in addition to their application. Similarly, at the University of Arizona, enrollment documentation can be requested for a student to qualify for the Arizona Native Scholars Grant, an institutional program that covers tuition and fees for Native undergraduate students who are Arizona residents and are seeking their first bachelor’s degree. This approach to identifying AI/AN students upholds Tribal sovereignty and addresses concerns over non-AI/AN students falsely claiming AI/AN heritage.

However, requiring Tribal enrollment documentation can also create hurdles for students, and it excludes students who may have cultural and communal affiliations with a Tribe but are not enrolled citizens in a federally or state-recognized Tribal Nation. Even those who are members of a recognized Tribe may face difficulties in presenting acceptable documentation. For example, students may lack access to the technology needed to upload a copy of their enrollment paperwork. In fact, about 11 percent of Native children did not have internet access in their homes in 2021, a staggering disparity when compared to the national average of 3 percent. This digital divide is more pronounced on Tribal lands, where only 68 percent of residents had at-home high-speed internet in 2019.

“Requiring Tribal enrollment documentation can also create hurdles for students, and it excludes students who may have cultural and communal affiliations with a Tribe but are not enrolled citizens in a federally or state-recognized Tribal Nation.”
What are the limitations of current data collections on AI/AN students?

The definitions and methods used to classify AI/AN students create obstacles that have compounding consequences on the overall quality of data about AI/AN students. Three key limitations that arise are: small counts, inconsistent classification of AI/AN students, and overgeneralized representations of AI/AN communities.

**Small Counts**

Small population sizes of AI/AN students pose major challenges for Tribal nations, researchers, and policymakers alike. The severe underrepresentation of AI/AN students in higher education is due to a combination of factors such as college affordability, lack of curricula or academic programs that incorporate Indigenous knowledge, gaps in recruitment efforts and culturally informed wraparound services, and college access and retention supports for Indigenous students. These obstacles, compounded by the undercounting of AI/AN students with Hispanic or Latino ancestry and of multiracial AI/AN students, exacerbate the issue of small AI/AN population sizes in higher education. As a result, AI/AN students only made up 1 percent of the total undergraduate population in 2021–22 (Figure 1) in the U.S. This underrepresentation and undercounting means that the number of students researchers are using in analyses is much smaller than for other racial groups, making it more difficult to accurately represent AI/AN students and their experiences.

Methodological challenges stemming from small sample sizes often lead researchers to either omit findings about AI/AN students, collapse them into a catch-all category with other groups, or mark data trends specific to AI/AN populations with an asterisk. This can suggest to readers that data on the population are insufficient, lacking, or nonexistent. These practices mask the specific needs and experiences of AI/AN students in higher education, preventing institutions from addressing their particular circumstances.

Researchers can employ different strategies to overcome these challenges. These strategies include oversampling AI/AN students and stratifying across Tribes, a process that involves building a representative sample group from the different subpopulations within the community. Researchers also should collaborate with Tribes and Indigenous researchers to formulate culturally relevant and nuanced research or survey questions. These efforts can enhance survey response rates among AI/AN students, increase the statistical power of sample sizes, and improve the quality of data for use by Native Nations and policymakers. Additionally, OMB’s revised federal race and ethnicity standards may reduce the undercounting of AI/AN students when fully implemented, particularly for AI/AN students with Hispanic ancestry.
Inconsistent Classification

Longitudinal and trend data help assess the effectiveness of policies and practices. However, inconsistent definitions, measurement techniques, and reporting standards make it difficult to derive reliable findings about how effectively policies are supporting AI/AN students in postsecondary education. The U.S. federal government has revised its definitions and collection methods for the AI/AN racial category four times since 1950. Shifting how individuals are defined in a racial group makes it challenging to assess the impact of policy.34
Moreover, individuals with a fluid notion of self-identity may not consistently identify as AI/AN across different data collections or may self-report differently depending on how an institution has crafted its survey questions. This leads to fluctuations in the number of AI/AN students counted from one survey to another. And, because there is no clear standard on whether to use self-identification or Tribal enrollment as an indicator of AI/AN status, results can vary across institutions, states, or time simply because of adjustments in measurement approach. In fact, there is a long history of unreliable AI/AN enrollment counts, spanning both the precolligate and postsecondary levels. But while data collection practices should adapt to changes in the ways identity is constructed, each alteration must be carefully considered alongside ways it will diminish the accuracy of long-term trends.

Overgeneralized Representations of AI/AN Communities

As with all racial and ethnic communities, the AI/AN population is incredibly diverse. Aggregating data can mask differences in educational outcomes between hundreds of Tribes, all of which differ in complex and nuanced cultural, geographical, and political ways. The number of citizens per Tribe ranges from below 100 to over 450,000, with smaller Tribes more likely to be excluded in data collections. Omitting some Tribes and masking differences between others can make it easy for data users to make generalizations about AI/AN students and their communities, but these generalizations limit the ability of policymakers and practitioners to design policies and interventions that are reflective of and responsive to the distinctiveness of AI/AN communities. For instance, AI/AN students’ postsecondary experiences can vary based on Tribal recognition status and geographic location. Students who are members of federally or state-recognized Tribes can access supports like tuition waivers, whereas students from non-recognized Tribes have access to fewer AI/AN-specific resources and interventions. Similarly, because some reservations can span across several states, students living on the same reservation can be eligible for different programs, tuition rates, and financial aid.

Access to data that acknowledges the cultural distinctions, recognition status, and geographical diversity between Tribes is imperative for shaping culturally responsive policies that can support student success. To create more opportunities for Indigenous students to access and succeed in postsecondary education, researchers and federal, state, and institutional leaders need to make data collections about AI/AN students more robust and reflective of the nuanced identity and history of the Native community.

“The U.S. federal government has revised its definitions and collection methods for the AI/AN racial category four times since 1950.”
Improving data sets and collection practices requires collaboration between researchers, institutions, and federal and state governments to engage Indigenous and Native communities so that Indigenous rights, needs, and aspirations are embedded in every part of the policymaking process.\(^4^5\) The recommendations below outline steps researchers and federal, state, and institutional leaders can take to improve data collection.

**ENGAGE INDIGENOUS RESEARCHERS AND TRIBAL COMMUNITIES IN DATA COLLECTION METHODS AND RESEARCH**

Policymakers, higher education leaders, and researchers must build, strengthen, and maintain strong relationships with Tribes and Tribal Leaders. These relationships will help ensure that data sets and collection practices are inclusive and better represent the various characteristics of the Indigenous community.\(^4^6\)

1. **Collaborate with local Tribes to update data collection methods.**
   Investing in relationships with Tribes and Tribal governments creates opportunities for states, institutions, and researchers to understand what culturally relevant data points would be helpful for Tribes to see in data sets. This knowledge can inform internal data collections and help institutions and states better understand the Tribal diversity of their AI/AN students, which supports Nation building and upholds Tribal sovereignty.

2. **Ensure Tribal and Indigenous representation on advisory boards.**
   Governments and institutions need to make space for Tribal representation in more formal advisory settings like Technical Review Panels (TRPs). Soliciting input from Tribal leaders and Indigenous researchers on methodology is a key step to ensure that collection standards represent AI/AN students. Gathering feedback from Indigenous leaders can help policymakers and institutional leaders make data collections more reflective of the Native community.

**IMPROVE APPROACHES FOR COLLECTION, REPORTING, AND ANALYSIS OF AI/AN STUDENT DATA**

Amidst discussions about data collection practices for this population, researchers and institutional leaders and their research offices can take several key steps to improve current data and analysis on AI/AN students.

1. **Incorporate Indigenous data collection methods.**
   Collaborate with Tribes and Indigenous researchers to ensure that data collection activities are culturally responsive and incorporate Tribal perspectives, which increases the quality of data collected and its usefulness for Tribal Nations.\(^4^7\)

2. **Oversample AI/AN students.**
   Oversampling helps to build sufficiently large sample sizes for robust data analysis. When possible, strive for samples that are representative of the Native community and are Tribally diverse.
3. **Document limitations.**

Researchers should clearly document limitations they encounter with AI/AN data and explain how those limitations were addressed. In cases where AI/AN student data are excluded from findings, provide a clear explanation for the decision.

**IMPROVE DATA SETS AND COLLECTION METHODS TO BETTER REFLECT AI/AN COMMUNITIES**

Lastly, there are improvements that could be applied to federal and state data collections to improve the quality of data on AI/AN students.

1. **Collect data on Tribal affiliation.**

   When possible, collections should gather information on students’ Tribal affiliation. Gathering these data points helps data users disaggregate information at a more granular level. Tribal-level data also allow stakeholders to make informed decisions regarding interventions, policies, and programs to support students’ academic success.

2. **Collaborate with Indigenous leaders and Tribes when implementing OMB’s revised race and ethnicity standards.**

   OMB’s revised federal race and ethnicity standards, published in March 2024, provide a modified definition of AI/AN, require the default collection of detailed race and ethnicity categories, and combine race and ethnicity into a single question, among other changes. Within 18 months of the publication of those standards, the Department of Education (ED) and other federal agencies are required to develop Action Plans describing how they will bring their data collections and publications into compliance with the standards by March 28, 2029.

   In developing its Action Plan, ED should collaborate with Indigenous leaders and researchers to establish clear guidance on how to report AI/AN data to federal postsecondary data collections, including how to best present data on multiracial AI/AN students. This could involve conducting targeted listening sessions, including Indigenous leaders and researchers in Technical Review Panels, and soliciting their feedback in other ways.

**STATE AND FEDERAL MODELS**

Several states have implemented or are in the process of implementing policies to collect Tribal affiliation data within secondary education. Arizona, Minnesota, Utah, and Wisconsin currently collect Tribal affiliation within their state longitudinal data systems. In 2021, Oklahoma passed House Bill 1104, which required that K–12 school districts report students’ Tribal affiliation data. Michigan passed legislation in July 2023 that requires the collection of Tribal affiliation data, starting in 2024-25. While these changes apply to K–12 data collections, institutions and states can leverage these models to inform similar practices within postsecondary education.

On the federal level, the Department of Education’s 2024–25 Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) includes an option for AI/AN aid applicants to indicate their Tribal affiliation. OMB’s revised race and ethnicity standards, published in March 2024, require federal agencies to collect detailed data for each racial and ethnicity category, such as Tribal affiliation, as a default. Federal agencies are required to adopt these new standards by March 2029.
Federal and institutional data collections have historically lacked crucial details that reflect the cultural diversity, historical and present-day context, and nuanced identities of AI/AN students. Moreover, data collection practices have fallen short of meaningfully engaging and representing Indigenous communities, which degrades data quality and fails to support Indigenous Data Sovereignty. Without more disaggregated and inclusive postsecondary data, educators, researchers, and policymakers cannot make evidence-based, data-driven decisions that support AI/AN student success, including how to allocate resources or design well-targeted programs and practices. The new federal race and ethnicity standards offer some improvements and federal agencies will have until March 2029 to implement those changes. By improving data collections, federal and state governments and institutions can help ensure Indigenous students are well supported while pursuing a college education and building a better life for themselves, their families, and their communities.
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